
Appetite For Destruction

HILE THE OIL AND

gas refined by CVR Energy will

someday run out, the company gen-

erates a seemingly inexhaustible

supply of data: 3 to 5 TB of informa-

tion in 2008 alone, says CIO and se-

nior VP Mike Brooks. He expects

that load to double every year for the

foreseeable future.

Though disk may still be cheap,

Brooks says, it just doesn’t make fi-

nancial sense for CVR to store every

bit of electronic information indefi-

nitely. Besides raising hardware,

software, and utilities costs, outsized

data stores make backups and en-

terprise search less efficient, and le-

gal e-discovery more burdensome.

When you’re paying lawyers hun-

dreds of dollars an hour to review e-

mail and documents, a smaller pile

means a smaller bill.

That’s why CVR, a $3 billion-a-

year refinery based in Sugar Land,

Texas, is undertaking a massive data

disposition project, hammering out

policies that will govern how long the

company stores its information and

when it can be disposed. Between

CIOs rethinking the ‘save everything forever’ approach must
ensure that their disposition strategies are razor sharp to cut
through retention regulations  By Andrew Conry-Murray
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deletions based on the new rules
and other technology approaches,
such as deduplication, Brooks
hopes to cut CVR Energy’s disk
use in half.

He isn’t alone. More organiza-
tions are evaluating—if not yet
implementing—data disposition
strategies. By 2013, half of all
Global 2000 companies will have
formal records management sys-
tems to shepherd data through its
life cycle, Gartner estimates.

But this is one area CIOs must
approach with caution. There are
significant technological, regula-
tory, and organizational hurdles to
clear before organizations can
eliminate data with confidence. At the top of the list
are compliance and legal. Every industry has govern-
ment-mandated retention requirements. On the legal
side, general counsel and human resources may
worry that critical pieces of information that could
support their positions—in case of employment dis-
crimination or harassment claims, for example—may
be destroyed.

Technological and organizational challenges are

just as daunting. Before you can
dispose of information, you must
identify it and know every place
it resides—not a simple task. And
users aren’t quick to give up the
mail and documents they pro-
duce. As with NRA members, you
may have to pry PST files and
PowerPoint decks from their
cold, dead hands.

TEAR IT UP
Getting rid of data generally

goes against the corporate grain.
Much time and effort is devoted
to producing, protecting, and pre-
serving information, and now you
want to shred it?

But if there’s one thing that can focus executive at-
tention, it’s litigation. An evolving legal landscape is
encouraging enterprises to reconsider this preserva-
tion instinct. In December 2006, the Federal Rules of
Civil Procedure, which set litigation guidelines at the
federal level, were updated to include electronically
stored information in discovery requests, in which
one party asks the opposition for records relevant to a
lawsuit. This means parties in litigation can request
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IT Data disposition yields a leaner, less costly Disposition is hard to do well and easy to do 
organization storage infrastructure. Systems required to  poorly if IT fails to take a strategic approach

execute disposition, including information founded on policy and supported by key
discovery and classification, make the storage constituents, including executives, general
architecture more efficient. counsel, and compliance officers.

Business There’s no value in preserving data beyond its Companies walk a fine line between deleting 
organization retention period. Disposition technologies data that should’ve been preserved and

may be leveraged by enterprise search initiatives, keeping data that should’ve been eliminated.
enabling users to find and retrieve information  Failure to demonstrate adherence to a
more effectively, improving productivity. disposition policy is a significant risk.

Business Disposition is the ultimate test of an efficient Improperly destroying data, especially that 
competitiveness information management system. For litigious on litigation hold, can be fatal in court. In 

enterprises, an efficient system can hold down addition to fines and sanctions, companies 
discovery costs. risk damage to their reputations when 

disposition goes wrong.

Impact Assessment: Data Disposition

Benefit Risk

Bottom Line
It doesn’t make financial or legal sense to store information indefinitely. Disposition is key to managing
growing volumes of unstructured and semistructured data, and the technologies required for a proper
disposition system underpin an efficient information management ecosystem. A sound disposition policy
can reduce the cost of legal discovery.

Do You Really Want
To Save That?

Drop in access rate 
of some older data, such
as e-mail, within 60 days

Cost per gigabyte 
for Tier 1 storage

Respondents who gained
high or very high benefits
in meeting retention poli-
cies through information 
life-cycle management

Data: Gartner, Oracle, and 2006 InformationWeek
reader survey of 291 respondents

90%
$72
40%
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both physical documents and electronic information,
and organizations have a legal obligation to produce
all relevant material. Most discovery requests focus
on e-mail, but the scope of the rule is broad enough to
include Office documents, instant messages, text mes-
sages, .wav files, and so on.

Companies spend jaw-dropping amounts of money
on e-discovery. Fiona Schrader, principal product man-
ager of EMC’s compli-
ance division, says
DuPont estimates that
one legal discovery bill
came to $11 million.
Let’s be clear: DuPont
didn’t spend $11 mil-
lion total on a lawsuit;
it spent that amount
on the discovery por-
tion. In that same dis-
covery effort, DuPont
found that $4 million
to $6 million worth of
records had already
met their retention
deadlines and should
have been destroyed.

“Companies aren’t
getting the connection
between what they are
keeping and what it
means for time and
expense when litiga-
tion hits and you have
to pay lawyers to look
through everything,”
says Michael Sands, a
partner at law firm
Fenwick & West and
chairman of the firm’s
electronic information management group. Schrader
agrees and estimates that less than 10% of her cus-
tomers have active, automated disposition practices.

There are three main reasons for this foot dragging.
First, some companies aren’t sure it’s legal to get rid
of data. It is.The Supreme Court has ruled that it’s per-
missible—though usually under very specific circum-
stances. A large constellation of rules and regulations
governs how long various types of information must
be stored: 17 years for patient health records, six years
for dealer/broker records, the lifetime of a building for
construction and architectural documents, and indefi-
nitely for certain kinds of environmental records and
reports. But once mandated compliance periods are

met, information should be destroyed.
Companies also must be aware of another stipula-

tion to legal data destruction: the litigation hold. This
is a procedure in which information that may be rele-
vant to a case is preserved, even if it’s nearing or has
reached the end of its retention period.

“Litigation hold and disposition are intimately
related,” says Sands. “Any automatic system to purge

is fine, as long as
there’s a way to turn
it off so you aren’t de-
stroying documents
you have an obliga-
tion to preserve.”

Companies also are
reluctant to dispose of
data because they
think they’ll find in-
formation to help
them prove their case
during litigation.They
probably won’t. “As a
litigator,” says Sands,
“the number of in-
stances we find a doc-
ument we wished
wasn’t there far out-
weighs the times we
find something where
we say ‘Whew! Glad
we saved this!’ ”

It’s no coincidence
that companies that
have been through
litigation at least once
are more amenable to
implementing data
disposition policies,
Sands says.

The third reason organizations are slow to get rid
of data is technological. Before information can be de-
stroyed, IT has to know where it is, what it is, and
which retention rules must be followed. Records man-
agement, content management, and e-mail archiving
systems play a role in retention and disposition. But
they’re often deployed tactically rather than as part
of an enterprise-wide strategy. These products also
have limits, which we’ll discuss.

IDENTIFY YOURSELF
Before you can chuck a piece of information, you

have to know what it is. Thus, index and classification
technologies are key. That’s where CVR’s Brooks is



starting. The company
bought Autonomy’s Intelli-
gent Data Operating Layer,
or Idol, a software platform
for enterprise search and
classification, and central-
ized its storage around 10
geographically dispersed storage area networks. The
platform uses connectors to tap into the SANs to index
the content stored there.

Brooks started with a backlog of unindexed informa-
tion stored in the SANs, including 1.9 million e-mails
and 600,000 documents. It took about 10 days to create a
searchable index of those data stores, and now the Idol
engine keeps up with new data that gets moved into the
storage networks.

It sounds great, but the dark side of indexing is that

it adds to your overall
data store. In fact, Brooks’
team initially failed to
properly size the data-
base for the index be-
cause the team didn’t an-
ticipate just how large it

would be. Autonomy says a typical Idol index runs
20% to 25% of the total data store, depending on the
level of indexing, from basic metadata to cataloging
the full contents of a file.

The next step is to categorize all this information
for retention and disposition. CVR is still working
through its disposition policy, though Brooks expects
it to be in place by the first quarter of 2009. “Our ob-
jective is to take out the human element,” he says.
“Two people can look at the same document and cate-
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F YOUR ORGANIZATION IS
going to claim in court that rec-
ords aren’t available because
they’ve been destroyed, be pre-

pared to back up that assertion with a re-
tention and disposition policy—in writing.
You also should have records that dem-
onstrate how the policy is implemented
and how employees are trained in reten-
tion and disposition. When creating the
policy, IT, legal, and compliance officers
need to be involved, as do line-of-busi-
ness managers. But don’t forget the peo-
ple who actually create the content.

“Users are in favor [of disposition] un-
less it’s their data,” says Mike Brooks,
CIO and senior VP of CVR Energy. A
disposition policy has to be cognizant of
users’ desire to have some information
that lives forever. Overly strict policies
will prompt users to find ways to thwart
the rules—and that could have harmful
compliance or legal repercussions.

You also need to have an audit trail,
such as electronic log files, to show that
disposition is applied regularly and uni-
formly in accordance with the written
policy. Be sure the process includes le-
gal-hold capabilities, and expect to have
an IT or storage director be deposed, or
even appear in court, to explain the pol-

icy and how it’s implemented.
Whatever you do, don’t write a policy

and then fail to follow it. “That’s arguably
worse than not having a policy at all,”
says Michael Sands, partner at law firm
Fenwick & West. Many in-house lawyers
see retention and disposition as a check-
list item, he says. They get
a sample policy, slap the
company logo on it, put it
in a drawer, and forget
about it. That’s dangerous.

“When a company has
a ‘policy’ that they aren’t
following, they have de-
fined their own standard
of care that they have then
failed to meet,” Sands
says, adding that if your
opponent can show that you say one
thing but do another, you’ve already lost. 

Note also that there are different levels
of “deleted.” The most common method
is to overwrite data with other informa-
tion. However, data erased by a simple
overwrite often can be recovered using
forensic software. Other methods, such
as overwriting multiple times with ones
and zeroes, encrypting without preserv-
ing the decryption key, using a strong
magnetic field to wipe a disk, or physi-

cally destroying storage media, are used
for high-security deletion to defeat foren-
sic data recovery. When it comes to data
disposition and federal civil court cases,
a simple overwrite is sufficient. Courts
are less interested in the method used to
delete data than in a litigant’s ability to

demonstrate a comprehen-
sive and repeatable disposi-
tion system. 

“If you say, ‘We don’t
have e-mail from the follow-
ing people prior to March
2006,’ courts are generally
going to accept that as long
as it’s supported by a dec-
laration from someone in IT
explaining retention and dis-
position policies and prac-

tices,” Sands says. “A court isn’t going
to make you prove a negative.” 

However, it’s useful to maintain clear
disposition records, such as audit trails.
Many archiving products, such as Hew-
lett-Packard’s Integrated Archive and Au-
tonomy’s Idol software platform, create
date and time stamps for each object,
such as an e-mail or document, stored
in the archive. Tracking the archive date
is crucial for time-based disposition poli-
cies. —ANDREW CONRY-MURRAY 

I
Off The Record: Enforce Retention Policy

DIG DEEPER

WEB 2.0 FACTOR New collaboration tools make it difficult
to track corporate data that must be managed, but it isn’t

impossible. Download this InformationWeek Report at:
informationweek.com/1182/report_web2.htm
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gorize it differently. Any time there’s human interven-
tion, courts can question your consistency.” By au-
tomating the process, he hopes to avoid dispute on the
final disposition of a file.

Brooks’ team is working with various company de-
partments, including legal and accounting, as well as
business units on a policy that will designate differ-
ent information categories to meet all the require-
ments for retention.
Once the policy is in
place, the Idol engine
will assign data to the
most appropriate cat-
egory. “If it goes into a
folder that has poli-
cies for financial doc-
uments, in  seven
years it will get dis-
posed of,” Brooks says.
“If a document is en-
vironmental, that’s
lifetime storage.”

Because CVR’s pol-
icy isn’t finalized, the
company hasn’t got-
ten rid of any data.
Brooks also says that
once information
reaches its retention
limit, the company
will start with a man-
ual review to ensure
the data should be
destroyed. But his ul-
timate goal is to auto-
mate the destruction.
“The manual inter-
vention is where you
get in trouble—every-
thing becomes a judgment call,” he says. “If the ma-
chine is doing it based on algorithms and parame-
ters, at least your company can be consistent.”

He’s also aware of the need for legal holds. In the
event of litigation, the plan is to use the Idol technol-
ogy to search for relevant data and then move that
information to a separate repository. Brooks’ IT team
also wrote agent software that moves data off corpo-
rate laptops and into the SANs whenever the laptops
attach to the corporate network. When data is de-
stroyed on the SANs, the agent also will erase it from
the laptops.

Data disposition is a crowded vendor field. For in-
stance, vendors of enterprise content management

(ECM) systems—including EMC, Open Text, and
IBM (via its FileNet software)—are adding classifi-
cation, retention, and disposition capabilities to
their portfolios. ECM products focus on records
management to maintain strict control over official
paper and electronic records, such as business con-
tracts and legal documents, while providing content
repositories, mechanisms for end users to check

documents in and out
of those repositories,
and version control
enforcement.

EMC’s Documen-
tum content manage-
ment system offers
the Retention Policy
Services module, which
lets IT create folders
that will enforce spe-
cific retention policies.
Administrators can
choose between auto-
mated and manual
disposition when in-
formation reaches the
end of its retention
period, and the mod-
ule supports legal
holds to suspend dis-
position. Documen-
tum licenses the Fast
enterprise search en-
gine (recently ac-
quired by Microsoft)
to index and search
information.

Open Text’s Enter-
prise Library Ser-
vices, rolled out in

October 2007, provides a retention and disposition
policy layer across a variety of content repositories,
such as archives, file systems, Microsoft SharePoint,
and SAP. In December 2007, IBM announced a SOA-
based connection between FileNet and the IBM Clas-
sification Module.The module automates the classifi-
cation of unstructured content, including e-mail,
through full-text analysis. In March, Hewlett-
Packard announced it would acquire Tower Software,
an Australian document and records management
vendor, to expand its legal discovery and regulatory
compliance capabilities.

Before the purchase, HP had included Tower’s
software in its Integrated Archive Platform, an
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archive appliance that serves as a central repository
for a variety of data, including e-mail, Office docu-
ments, and SharePoint and Web content. Once inside
the Integrated Archive Platform, the Tower software
indexes and categorizes content so administrators
can set up retention schedules. At the end of the re-
tention period, the appliance destroys the data, es-
sentially by writing over it in the repository.

BLIND SPOTS
While classifying

information is a chal-
lenge, finding it often
proves an even higher
hurdle.

Major data stores,
such as network-at-
tached storage filers
or e-mail archives, are
the low-hanging fruit.
Storage administra-
tors generally know
where they are. But
other data stores are
trickier. SharePoint
servers, for example,
are relatively easy to
deploy, which means
line-of-business man-
agers can set up one
or two on their own,
without IT’s permis-
sion or knowledge.Af-
ter a recent audit, one
of HP’s bank cus-
tomers found more
than 5,000 SharePoint
implementations it
wasn’t aware of, says
Jonathan Martin, chief marketing officer for HP’s in-
formation management software group.Those servers
likely hold information that falls under a retention and
disposition policy.

Online collaboration tools—such as Socialtext,
PBwiki, and Google Docs—are another area of con-
cern. Users can upload business content to these sites
in seconds with IT none the wiser, and the data moves
beyond the reach of classification and disposition sys-
tems. Proactive IT organizations will provide sanc-
tioned collaboration tools that blend administrative
controls, such as provisioning, deprovisioning, and au-
thorization, with the ease of use of Web 2.0 apps. This
way, you can ensure that content created in these col-

laborative environments can be discovered—and de-
stroyed—in accordance with policy.

Just as significant are user desktops and laptops.
User hard drives are chock-full of corporate data, as
are portable flash drives and other removable stor-
age media.

So what’s to be done? For user devices, agents are a
good answer. EMC talks about using its RSA Data Loss

Prevention agents,
which are deployed
on endpoints and can
find and identify con-
tent, for information
management. These
agents are focused
mainly on enforcing
use policies, such as
preventing certain
kinds of information
from being attached to
an e-mail or saved to a
removable drive. But
the classification ca-
pability may be repur-
posed to also ensure
that information on
user endpoints meets
retention policies.
Backup agents could
play a similar role.
These agents already
are copying data from
local machines to be
stored on backup
servers, so they’re nat-
urals for legal discov-
ery and retention and
disposition purposes.

No vendor has yet
made product or road map announcements to this ef-
fect, but as HP’s Martin says, “It’s a natural evolution
that organizations want to leverage the investment
they’ve made in backup for more than just simple
recovery.”

Data disposition has clear benefits for IT and for the
business. A sound disposition policy will help enter-
prises reduce storage costs and reclaim disk space.The
tools needed to find and classify data can be leveraged
as part of an information management strategy. Regu-
lar purging also will reduce discovery costs in the
event of litigation. It’s shredding time.

Write to Andrew Conry-Murray at acmurray@techweb.com.
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